Disappearance of unilateral spatial neglect following a simple instruction
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Abstract

Objectives—To clarify the reason why patients with left unilateral spatial neglect fail to copy the left side of a daisy like flower, not continuing to draw petals all around.

Methods—A flower was simplified and a figure was made that consisted of a large central circle and small circles surrounding it. Four patients with typical left unilateral spatial neglect performed copying and arrangement tasks to make this figure. In the arrangement task, they were instructed to arrange small circles all around the printed central circle.

Results—The patients’ identification of the composition seemed flawless. In the copying task, they showed neglect, leaving a space on the left side. They seemed to adhere to their plan to place the same number of small circles as those of the model figure. By contrast, neglect disappeared in the arrangement task.

Conclusion—Patients with neglect can draw the figure satisfactorily if they use a spatial strategy to arrange small circles all around. This strategy seems to improve motivation for drawing and awareness for the left space. It is considered that in the copying of figures such as a daisy, failure to use a spatial strategy plays an important part in the appearance of left unilateral spatial neglect.

(J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 1997;63:23–27)
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The copying of a flower such as a daisy is one of the simple and sensitive measures of unilateral spatial neglect. Patients with typical left unilateral spatial neglect copy the right sided petals and leave the left side unfinished. The horizontal extent occupied by the figure is much smaller than that of the stimuli for the other tests of neglect, such as the line cancellation and line bisection tests which were rated as mild, moderate, or severe according to the scales of Levine et al. and Ishiai et al. They showed mild neglect in the line cancellation test, as they omitted lines in the leftmost one third of the test sheet but crossed out all lines in the rightmost two thirds. In the line bisection test, one patient left less than one fifth of the line to the right of the subjective midpoint (severe neglect), two left more than one fifth but less than one third to the right (moderate neglect), and the remaining one left more than one third but less than a half to the right (mild neglect). All patients had left hemihemiparesis and used the right hand to perform the screening tests for neglect and the experimental tasks. They gave informed consent to their
participation in this study. Table 1 reports their clinical data and lesion sites.

METHODS

Copying task
We used as a model figure a simplified drawing of a daisy (figure A). A large central circle 35 mm in diameter surrounded by 10 small circles was centred on the stimulus card (182 × 57 mm). On the response sheet, only the large central circle was printed. The patients were presented with the stimulus card directly above the response sheet on the desk top so that each centre lay in the sagittal midplane of the trunk. The viewing distance was about 400 mm. The examiner explained to the patients that the model figure had small circles all round the large central circle. Additionally, the figure was turned around to ensure the patients’ understanding of its composition. The patients were then given the following instruction: “As you see, the central circle is already printed on the paper. Copy the model figure on this paper using the already printed central circle.” The trial was ended when the patients said that they had finished. When they did nothing for 15 seconds, the examiner asked if they had completed the task. There was no time limit. The explanation about the model figure was repeated before each trial of the copying task.

Arrangement task
The same model figure and response sheet were presented to the patients in the same way as in the copying task. The examiner repeated the explanation about the model figure, turning around it, and then gave the following instruction: “As you see, the central circle is already printed on the paper. Arrange small circles all around the printed circle as you find in the model figure.” The trial was ended when the patients said that they had finished. When no response occurred for 15 seconds, they were asked if they had completed the task. There was no time limit.

Discrimination task
The ability of the patients to discriminate between the presence and absence of the right or left sided small circles of the figure was also examined. Three stimulus figures were used. The perfect figure was the same as the model used for the copying and arrangement tasks. The “left missing” figure was made by removing the leftmost three circles from the model figure, and the “right missing” figure was made by removing the rightmost three circles. Each figure was centred on a card (182 × 257 mm).

Table 1 Clinical data and lesion sites of patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Age (y)</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Duration after onset (months)</th>
<th>USN</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>LB</th>
<th>Lesion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>FTPo (I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Ach (I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Po (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>rTP (H)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

USN = unilateral spatial neglect; + mild, ++ moderate, +++ severe; CO = copying; CA = cancellation, LB = line bisection; F or f = large or small frontal; T = large temporal; P = large parietal; o = small occipital; Ach = anterior choroidal artery territory; (I or H) = infarction or haemorrhage.
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Results

NEGLECT IN COPYING AND ARRANGEMENT TASKS

Table 2 presents the results of the two tasks for each patient. The right side of each drawing was satisfactory in both copying and arrangement: Small circles were compactly placed outside the central circle. On the left side of the copies, a gap was often left between the small circles (figure B and C). Each gap had space enough for two or more circles of the average size in each copy. This was regarded as evidence of left unilateral spatial neglect. By contrast, no apparent gap or neglect was found in the drawings made during the arrangement task (figure D and E). Patients 1, 2, and 4 exhibited neglect in all trials of the copying task whereas they performed almost satisfactorily in all trials of the arrangement task. Slight neglect was suspected in only one arrangement trial in patient 1, as a small gap enough to place a small circle was visible on the left side. In patient 3, neglect was evident in six of the eight copying trials but in none of the arrangement trials. This difference in the occurrence of neglect was significant (Fisher’s exact test, P<0.01).

The number of small circles on the left side and that on the right side were separately counted for each drawing. When a circle was positioned just above or beneath the central circle, one half count was added to either the right or left count. Table 2 shows the mean number on each side for the copying and arrangement tasks for each patient. In the copying task, the mean number of circles was greater on the right side than on the left for all patients. This difference was significant for patients 1, 2, and 3 (Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test, P<0.025). For patient 4, it fell a little short of the significance level because of small sample size (P=0.066). In the arrangement task, the mean number on the left side was not significantly different from that on the right for patients 1 and 2. For patient 3, the mean number of circles on the left side was greater than that on the right (P<0.05). Patient 4 drew six or more circles compactly on either side, although the mean number tended to be greater on the right (P=0.10).

ATTITUDE BEFORE DRAWING

The latency to start drawing after the examiner’s instruction was measured for each trial, reproducing the videotape recordings. The mean latency was significantly longer in the copying task than in the arrangement task for each patient (Mann-Whitney U test, P<0.025).

When asked to copy the model figure, all patients seemed to count the number of small circles by moving the pencil, although the examiner did not require them to do so. Patient 2 said “five circles” and drew a total of five or six circles in five trials. Patient 3 placed eight or 10 circles according to her count in three trials. In two trials, however, she drew eight or 11 circles saying “seven” as she showed neglect for her own drawings. Patient 4 counted 10 and drew 10 circles in one trial. In the arrangement task, all patients showed no gesture of counting and said nothing before they started to draw circles.

ORDER OF DRAWING CIRCLES

Copying started with the top circle and went on to the right side in three patients. Patient 1 placed the circles clockwise in four trials (figure B), clockwise and counterclockwise in three trials (figure C), and in unsystematic order in one trial. Patient 2 placed the circles clockwise in five trials and in unsystematic order in three trials. Patient 4 always proceeded clockwise.

Only patient 3 started with the left upper circle and placed the others clockwise. In the arrangement task, three trials of patient 1, two trials of patient 2, and all four trials of patient 4 were started clockwise from the top placing circles all around (figure D). Patient 3 completed all eight trials in a similar way except that she started with the left upper circle. In two trials of patient 1 and six trials of patient 2, circles were arranged clockwise on the right side and then counterclockwise on the left side (figure E). Three trials of patient 1 were initiated by placing four circles at the locations of 12, 3, 6, and 9 o’clock before drawing the other circles.

APPRECIATION OF ERRORS AFTER A DELAY

Patients 2 and 3 failed to notice the gap made on the left side in all but one of their copies. Patient 4 overlooked the gap in all copies. Patients often referred to the inaccuracy on the right side, such as distortion, inappropriate size, and wrong number of small circles. Patient 1 always found the error and pointed to the gap.

DISCRIMINATION TASK

All patients correctly responded to the right missing figure. Patients 1 and 4 completely dis-

Table 2 Performances in the copying and arrangement tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Occurrence of neglect</th>
<th>Number of circles Left</th>
<th>Right</th>
<th>Latency (s)</th>
<th>Occurrence of neglect</th>
<th>Number of circles Left</th>
<th>Right</th>
<th>Latency (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>3.3 (1.2)</td>
<td>6.5 (0.8)</td>
<td>18.0 (7.1)</td>
<td>0/8</td>
<td>7.5 (1.5)</td>
<td>7.3 (0.9)</td>
<td>3.6 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>0.9 (0.2)</td>
<td>4.5 (0.5)</td>
<td>7.9 (2.5)</td>
<td>0/8</td>
<td>5.1 (0.9)</td>
<td>5.3 (0.7)</td>
<td>2.8 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6/8</td>
<td>3.6 (1.1)</td>
<td>5.5 (0.7)</td>
<td>9.8 (6.6)</td>
<td>0/8</td>
<td>6.3 (0.6)</td>
<td>5.7 (0.6)</td>
<td>0.9 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>3.3 (0.5)</td>
<td>7.0 (2.2)</td>
<td>10.1 (2.4)</td>
<td>0/4</td>
<td>6.3 (0.5)</td>
<td>7.3 (1.0)</td>
<td>2.0 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For number of circles and latency, values are means (SD).
discriminated between the left missing and perfect figures. The performance of patient 3 was also satisfactory except in one trial where he regarded the perfect figure as the left missing one. Patient 2 correctly responded to the perfect figure but failed to notice the absence of the left circles in six of the 20 trials.

Discussion
The four patients showed left unilateral spatial neglect when asked to copy a figure that consisted of a large central circle and small circles surrounding it. Their copies lacked small circles on the left side. By contrast, as we expected, they could arrange small circles all around the central circle when instructed simply to do so, and they exhibited no apparent neglect. The patients were able to discriminate between the presence and absence of the left sided circles of the figures prepared by the examiner, as reported by Ishiai et al. It is therefore unlikely that neglect found in the copying resulted from misperception of the left side of the model figure. The copying and arrangement tasks required the same response and we think that the contrasting performances can be explained as a result of the different instructions.

The patients with neglect used a spatial strategy to place small circles all around the central circle following the instruction for the arrangement task, showing two main patterns of arrangement. In the first pattern, found in about 60% of the trials, patients simply placed small circles clockwise. A similar effect was also described by Ishiai et al who reported that numbering instead of crossing out improved neglect in the line cancellation test. They attributed this improvement to the motivational effect of numbering. The instruction to place circles all around may also have motivated the patients to continue drawing until they went around and returned to find the initial circle. The second pattern was seen in some trials of two patients. They placed circles clockwise on the right side and then counter-clockwise on the left side. Awareness for the left side of the image seemed to be spared when following the instruction for the arrangement task.

We found an unusual pattern of arrangement in three trials of one patient (patient 1) who placed four circles at the locations that corresponded to 12, 3, 6, and 9 o’clock and placed four circles at the locations that corresponded to 1, 4, 7, and 10 o’clock. By contrast, as we expected, they could arrange small circles all around the central circle when instructed simply to do so, and they exhibited no apparent neglect. The patients were able to discriminate between the presence and absence of the left missing and perfect figures. The performance of patient 3 was also satisfactory except in one trial where he regarded the perfect figure as the left missing one. Patient 2 correctly responded to the perfect figure but failed to notice the absence of the left circles in six of the 20 trials.

Discussion
The four patients showed left unilateral spatial neglect when asked to copy a figure that consisted of a large central circle and small circles surrounding it. Their copies lacked small circles on the left side. By contrast, as we expected, they could arrange small circles all around the central circle when instructed simply to do so, and they exhibited no apparent neglect. The patients were able to discriminate between the presence and absence of the left sided circles of the figures prepared by the examiner, as reported by Ishiai et al. It is therefore unlikely that neglect found in the copying resulted from misperception of the left side of the model figure. The copying and arrangement tasks required the same response and we think that the contrasting performances can be explained as a result of the different instructions.

The patients with neglect used a spatial strategy to place small circles all around the central circle following the instruction for the arrangement task, showing two main patterns of arrangement. In the first pattern, found in about 60% of the trials, patients simply placed small circles clockwise. A similar effect was also described by Ishiai et al who reported that numbering instead of crossing out improved neglect in the line cancellation test. They attributed this improvement to the motivational effect of numbering. The instruction to place circles all around may also have motivated the patients to continue drawing until they went around and returned to find the initial circle. The second pattern was seen in some trials of two patients. They placed circles clockwise on the right side and then counter-clockwise on the left side. Awareness for the left side of the image seemed to be spared when following the instruction for the arrangement task.

We found an unusual pattern of arrangement in three trials of one patient (patient 1) who placed four circles at the locations that corresponded to 12, 3, 6, and 9 o’clock and placed four circles at the locations that corresponded to 1, 4, 7, and 10 o’clock. By contrast, as we expected, they could arrange small circles all around the central circle when instructed simply to do so, and they exhibited no apparent neglect. The patients were able to discriminate between the presence and absence of the left missing and perfect figures. The performance of patient 3 was also satisfactory except in one trial where he regarded the perfect figure as the left missing one. Patient 2 correctly responded to the perfect figure but failed to notice the absence of the left circles in six of the 20 trials.

Discussion
The four patients showed left unilateral spatial neglect when asked to copy a figure that consisted of a large central circle and small circles surrounding it. Their copies lacked small circles on the left side. By contrast, as we expected, they could arrange small circles all around the central circle when instructed simply to do so, and they exhibited no apparent neglect. The patients were able to discriminate between the presence and absence of the left sided circles of the figures prepared by the examiner, as reported by Ishiai et al. It is therefore unlikely that neglect found in the copying resulted from misperception of the left side of the model figure. The copying and arrangement tasks required the same response and we think that the contrasting performances can be explained as a result of the different instructions.

The patients with neglect used a spatial strategy to place small circles all around the central circle following the instruction for the arrangement task, showing two main patterns of arrangement. In the first pattern, found in about 60% of the trials, patients simply placed small circles clockwise. A similar effect was also described by Ishiai et al who reported that numbering instead of crossing out improved neglect in the line cancellation test. They attributed this improvement to the motivational effect of numbering. The instruction to place circles all around may also have motivated the patients to continue drawing until they went around and returned to find the initial circle. The second pattern was seen in some trials of two patients. They placed circles clockwise on the right side and then counter-clockwise on the left side. Awareness for the left side of the image seemed to be spared when following the instruction for the arrangement task.

We found an unusual pattern of arrangement in three trials of one patient (patient 1) who placed four circles at the locations that corresponded to 12, 3, 6, and 9 o’clock and then drew the remaining ones. His verbal IQ was 91 on the Wechsler adult intelligence scale-revised. Preserved verbal intelligence may have facilitated the use of planning in a way similar to that reported in the clock drawing of some patients with neglect.

The apparent neglect found in the left side of the copies suggests that patients did not use a spatial strategy. For either task, the examiner did not require them to place the same number of circles as those of the model figure. Following the instruction to copy, however, the patients spent time enough to count the number of small circles in the model figure. They seemed to adhere to their plan to place small circles according to the count. The orders of copying were similar to those of the arrangement trials in that the right space was filled first. The adherence to the count thus resulted in leaving a gap on the left side. Then when shown the copies after a delay, the patients pointed out the distortion or inappropriate size of the small circles. They might have tried to reproduce the small circles exactly in the copying process. The instruction to copy was probably more demanding than that used for the arrangement task. Right hemispheric damage may reduce the capacity for activation that is necessary for parallel execution of two tasks. We consider that patients with neglect find it difficult to use the spatial strategy when they are trying to reproduce some partial feature of the model figure.

Our patients never noticed the left sided incompleteness of their copy when they finished the trial. However, they noticed the left sided incompleteness of the figures prepared by the examiner. These findings replicated the results of the study of Ishiai et al which suggested that leftward shift of attention may take place during free observation of the figure, whereas the action of copying may worsen this shift. They considered that the close integration of attentional and premotor mechanisms may be crucial for the appearance of neglect in copying a single object. The results of this study also suggest that failure to use a spatial strategy may also play a part in the defective shift of attention to the left side.
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